Let k and A denote commutative rings with identity and assume that A is a ^-algebra. A qth order ^-derivation ô of A into an A -module V is an element of Hom^(^4, V) such that for any q + 1 elements a 0 , . . . , a Q of A y the following identity holds:
Introduction.
Let k and A denote commutative rings with identity and assume that A is a ^-algebra. A qth order ^-derivation ô of A into an A -module V is an element of Hom^(^4, V) such that for any q + 1 elements a 0 , . . . , a Q of A y the following identity holds: Thus, a lst-order derivation is just an ordinary derivation of A into V.
In [5; 6] , Y. Nakai has summarized and refined the work of several authors (i.e. E. Kunz [4] and H. Osborn [7] ) concerning the construction of a universal object 
The construction of ^(A)
together with a study of its functorial properties are carried out in [6] .
Suppose now that F is a commutative A -algebra. Then a ^-higher derivation of infinite rank ô = {ô g } from A into V is an infinite sequence of maps <5i, Ô2, <5 3 • • • sucn that (1) each èi is an element of Hom fc (^4, V), and (2) for all q ^ 1 and a, b in A, we have of this paper is to show that such an object does exist and satisfies properties analogous to a, 13 and y for ÇL k q {A). We shall also study the functorial properties of the universal object for &-higher derivations of infinite rank and finish with an example for polynomial rings.
Preliminaries. Through this paper, all rings will be assumed to be associative and commutative but not necessarily containing an identity, k will always denote a commutative ring with identity. We shall denote by A and B two rings with identities which are ^-algebras via two ring homomorphisms 0i : k -> A and 6 2 : k -» B which take the identity of k to the identities in A and B respectively. Henceforth we shall not explicitly write the map 0 Z . Thus, if a is an element of A and x an element of k, we shall write xa instead of Oi{x)a. In particular, if SF is a ^-algebra homomorphism of A into B, then ty is said to be zero on k if ty o 6± = 0. We shall write ^(k) = 0 if \F is zero on k.
Let F be a ring (commutative but not necessarily containing an identity). Then we shall call V an A -algebra if F is a unitary A -module such that via = av\ and
for all vi, V2 in V and a in A. An A -algebra homomorphism from an A -algebra Vi to an A -algebra V2 is a ring homomorphism which is also an A -module homomorphism.
Let V be an A -algebra. By a ^-higher derivation ô = {ô q } of A into V, we shall mean an infinite sequence <5i, 5 2 Thus, a ^-higher derivation of A into an ^4-algebra F is an infinite sequence of linear maps of A into V which are all zero on k and satisfy Leibniz's rule. We shall denote the collection of all such ^-higher derivations of A into V by 3?*{A, V).
Finally, we assume that the reader is familiar with the results which appear in [5; 6].
1. Construction of the universal object for ^-higher derivations. Let A and k be as in the preliminaries. We wish to construct an A -algebra 12*04) having the following properties:
(a) There exists a ^-higher derivation 
Then one can readily verify that properties a, (3 and y mentioned in the introduction hold. Now let S = ©"=i/// ff+1 , the direct sum of the ^4-modules Q k a (A). Let B n be the A -submodule of S n generated by all elements of the form
where the s t are in 5, and a is any permutation of {1, . . . , n). Set 5^(S) = ®5JLi S n /B n . Then 5f{S) is just the usual symmetric algebra generated by S over A, but without the zero degree terms. Thus, Sf (S) is a commutative ^4-algebra without an identity element. Since 5 is generated as an A -module by the set {8 k Q (a)\a G A, q ^ 1}, Sf{S) is generated as an A -algebra by the same set. Thus, S^(S) is generated as an A -module by all elements of the form 1^(0 . . . ô*>(OK G A,i, ^ 1}.
, each V may be viewed as a gth order ^-derivation of A into Sf(S). Thus, for each q ^ 1 we have a qt\v order derivation 5/ of A into j^ (5), and ^ (5) is generated as an A -algebra by 
We note that if a is an element of A, then for all q è 1 ^i(V(aO) = *oô* ff (a) = X ff (a). Suppose
is a typical generator of the ideal J in y(S). Since ^1 is an A -algebra homomorphism, we have
since X is a ^-higher derivation on ^4. Hence, ^i(J) = 0. Thus, ^i induces an A -algebra homomorphism ^ of ti k (A) into F such that for all q ^ 1, ^ o ô* g A = X ff . Since fi* (^4 ) is generated as an A -algebra by
SF is obviously unique.
COROLLARY. Let A be a k-algebra with identity. Then there exists an A-algebra Q k (A) and a k-higher derivation 8 k
We shall call (Q k (A), 8 k A ) the universal object associated with A, and property (c) will be referred to as the universal mapping property (U.M.P.) of (iï k (A), ô k A ). Clearly the A -algebra ti k (A) is unique up to isomorphism.
We remind the reader again that £l k (A) is an A -algebra which does not contain an identity.
Functorial properties of Q k (A).
In this section we explore the functorial properties of Q k (A ).
Let A and B be two ^-algebras with identities, and let h : A -> B be a ^-algebra homomorphism taking the identity of A to that of B. 
{a).
Suppose C is a third ^-algebra with identity, and g : B -» C is a ^-algebra homomorphism taking the identity of 5 to that of C. Let g* be the induced mapping between Sl k (B) -» Q fc (C). Then via gfe, C may be viewed as an A -algebra. One can easily verify that g* o h* = (gh)*:
(i4)->O t (C).
We may use the ^4-algebra map h* to define a ^-algebra homomorphism Since h* is a ring homomorphism, and a 0 is a 5-algebra homomorphism, (* 
Proof. This lemma follows immediately from Lemma 1 and the uniqueness of the universal object & A (B).
We have now proven the following theorem: THEOREM 
Let A and B be k-algebras with identity, and let h : A -> B be a k-algebra homomorphism sending the identity of A to the identity of B. Let JJL : B ® A &k(A) -» B be the induced B-algebra homomorphism. Then as B-algebras.
We may use the ideas of Theorem 2 to present some information on extensions of &-higher derivations. So as usual, let A and B be ^-algebras with identity, and let h : A -» B be as before. We shall say that a ^-higher derivation A = {\ q } of A into a ^-algebra V can be extended to B if there exists A' = {A/} €Jf k (B, V) such that for all a in A and q ^ 1, \ Q '(h(a)) = \ q (a). PROPOSITION 
If /J, is infective, and Im /x is an ideal direct summand of tt k (B), then every k-higher derivation of A into a B-algebra V can be extended to a k-higher derivation of B into V. Conversely, if every k-higher derivation of A into a B-algebra V can be extended to a k-higher derivation of B, then /x is infective and, Im IJL is a B-algebra direct summand of £l k {B).
Proof. Let us first assume that /x : B (g) A We note that if every &-higher derivation of A into V can be extended to B, then Im /x is a ^-algebra direct summand of 12*08). However, Im /x need not necessarily be an ideal direct summand of 12*08). In one important case, we can simplify the statement of Proposition 1.
COROLLARY. Suppose that h : A -» B is surjective. Then every k-higher derivation of A into a B-algebra V can be extended to B if and only if /x is injective.
Proof. If h is surjective, then /x : B ® A 12*04) -> 12*08) is easily seen to be surjective. Hence Im /x = 12*08). Thus the result follows from Proposition 1. We wish to prove the following theorem:
We first need two lemmas:
Proof. Let Since (^2oti)o^ = ô/ ( the U.M.P. of (12*04),^) implies that SP" 2 o ^1 = identity. Suppose V is any A -algebra, and X ÇJ^04, V). Then there exists a unique A -algebra homomorphism a :
The composite map a o ^2 is an A -algebra homomorphism of toktfi) © QfcC^) into F such that (a o >F 2 ) o S = X. We note that a o ^2 is necessarily the unique A -algebra map for which (a o ^2) o 8 = X. Hence, (Ojt^i) ©O fc (J 2 ),5) has the U.M.P. Thus, ^1 o ^2 = identity, and ®k(Ji) © ^(^2) is isomorphic to £2*04) as ^4-algebras.
Residue class formations.
Let A be a ^-algebra with identity, and let J be an ideal in A. Let 7r : A -+A/J denote the canonical projection of A onto AI J. Then as we noted before, the induced A -algebra homomorphism 7T* : £2* (A ) -> £2, (A I J) is surjective. Hence, the induced mapping
is a short exact sequence of (A /J) -algebras. In this section, we wish to determine the structure of N.
Since 0 -> / -* A -> A/J -> 0 is exact,
Clearly J • Q k (A) is an ideal in 12*04), and
Let ô k A (J) denote the ideal in £2*04) generated by the set {ô kq
homomorphism (which we will also call /x) from Hence, M is injective.
We have now proven that
. Thus, we get the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
The middle mapping is the (A /J) -algebra isomorphism sending
The commutativity of the above diagram implies that
as ( 
is an exact sequence of (A /n) -algebras. Tensoring with ® A A M (=® A / n (A/n) M *) which is exact, we obtain that
and It remains to show that these maps are inverses of each other. This is a somewhat laborious but straight forward computation and will be omitted.
8. An example. In this last section, we compute £l k (A) in the case that A is a polynomial ring.
Let Xi, . . . , x n denote a set of indeterminates, and let A = k[xi, . . . , x n ] be the ring of polynomials in x±, . . . , x n with coefficients in k.
Let {u iq \i = 1, . . . , n, a = 1, . . . , GO } be a second set of indeterminates over A. Let A{u iQ ) denote the ring of polynomials in the u iq with coefficients in A but without constant term.
We may define a &-higher derivation ô = {ô q } of A into A{u iq ) by defining à g (xi) = u iqf for i = 1,..., n and a = 1, ..., oo
